ROWS
1  a ___ Prior (“Divergent” heroine, familiarly)  
   b What a ground crew rolls out
2  a Those providing salon highlights  
   b Country Reza Pahlavi became leader of in 1925
3  a Like some serious news  
   b Blade sharpener
4  a Suffered a humiliating loss: 2 wds.  
   b Japanese prefecture, or its capital city
5  a Country surrounded by Zambia, Tanzania, and Mozambique  
   b More suspect
6  a Give off  
   b Italian sonata composer Domenico
7  a Sodas with the slogan “Distinctively Different”  
   b Fake
8  a Like some wineglasses  
   b Czech writer who coined the term “robot”
9  a Served raw  
   b His 13 is retired by the Dolphins
10 a ___ Music (iconic independent music store of California)  
    b When Hamlet sees the ghost in Act I: 2 wds.
11 a “I ain’t lying!”  
    b Mandy’s “This Is Us” role
12 a “My Favorite Things” jazzman, for short  
    b Distributed differently on the page
13 a “Sweet life,” to Fellini: 2 wds.  
    b Politician who said “A zebra does not change its spots”

BANDS
A  a Film studio that distributed “Baby Driver”  
    b Ric Ocasek’s supermodel wife: 2 wds.
    c Belittling
    d Dummy
    e “I’m standing in the back of this photo”: 2 wds.
    f Jib supporter
B  a Process of evenly scattering things  
    b Rocker Sharon Van ___
    c Subject of many a climate change model
    d Brilliant star often seen near Venus?
    e It’s also called a plum: 2 wds.
C  a It separates Russia and the U.S.: 2 wds.  
    b Per item
    c Standup comic Kreischer
    d Courtesy title with a tilde
    e Banish
D  a Tooth part  
    b Turkish generals
    c Marriott’s CEO Sorenson
    d Farm share letters
    e Gamble
    f Copier company bought by Kyocera
E  a Library freebie: Hyph.  
    b Shooter with a mirror: 2 wds.
    c “Survivorman” host Stroud
    f Affectionate touches
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